Surgical management of giant anterior aneurysm.
Patients with intracranial anterior circulation aneurysms are subjected to surgical operation because of rupturing of the sac of the aneurysm leading to spontaneous subarachnoid hemorrhage (which occurs in most of the cases) or because of the neurological complaints caused by the mass or pulsation effect of the aneurysms against the surrounding brain structures. Direct surgical treatment of these giant aneurysms is always a challenging procedure but it makes feasible both the clipping of the neck of the aneurysm and the reduction of its mass effect. A case series of 47 giant anterior circulation aneurysms, operated during a time span of 23 years (1972-1994) in our Institution is presented. In 31 cases the occlusion of the neck of the aneurysm could be achieved by applying single or multiple clips; in the remaining 16 cases the occlusion of the aneurysm was obtained by the aid of different methods. The operative mortality was 12.7%. Endovascular techniques for giant aneurysms occlusion are extremely useful in a combined approach. Due to their low morbidity these treatments can achieve a major role although some long term follow-up studies are still needed for a better understanding of their role.